The bright X-ray binary X2127+119 in the core of the globular cluster M15 has long been thought to be in an unusual evolutionary state, in which the binary is embedded in a common envelope. Support for this idea comes from X2127+119's absorption lines, which are blue shifted at all orbital phases, indicating the existence of outflows from the system. A common-envelope scenario implies that the absorption lines should exhibit maximum blue shift near mid-eclipse (binary phase 0.0). We have re-analysed INT spectra of X2127+119 obtained in 1986, 1987 and 1988 using the latest orbital ephemeris (substantially different from that used in the original analysis), and find that the orbital phase at which the absorption lines show a maximum blue shift is not 0.0, but rather 0.25 -0.3. These results indicate that a common-envelope scenario for X2127+119 may not work. In addition, from spectrograms of the He ii λ4686 line, we report the first tentative detection of X2127+119's companion star.
served in X2127+119 (Dotani et al. 1990 , van Paradijs et al. 1990 , Smale 2001 , which has been difficult to reconcile with AC211's optical and X-ray light curves which showed it to be an ADC -to observe X-ray bursts with photospheric expansion the neutron star surface has to be visible, but in ADC sources the neutron star is hidden from view by the accretion disc. This problem goes away if it is the second LMXB, and not AC211, which is the burster. The Chandra discovery may solve one mystery but it produces another: the fact that AC211's X-ray luminosity is even fainter than previously believed makes its unusually high optical luminosity even more puzzling, and suggests that the central X-ray source hidden from view must be exceptionally luminous, possibly indicating a very high mass-transfer rate from the companion star.
Determining whether AC211 has an extremely high mass-transfer rate and is in an unusual evolutionary state is important: it is relevant to the understanding of LMXB evolution and to the understanding of stellar interactions within, and the evolution of, globular clusters. Theoretical determinations of the numbers of neutron stars in globular clusters and the efficiency with which they interact with stars in the cluster cores to form binaries, combined with the large number of millisecond radio pulsars (end-products of LMXB evolution) observed in the clusters, imply that we see far fewer LMXBs in globular clusters than we should.
This may imply that the evolution of LMXBs within globular clusters is accelerated, and that their lifetimes are very short (less than 10 8 years; Hut, Murphy & Verbunt 1991) , which in turn implies high mass-transfer rates.
Not much is known about either the compact object or the donor star comprising AC211, although its location in the core of a globular cluster enables us to make reasonable assumptions about their nature. No globular cluster X-ray binary is known to contain a black hole, and neutron stars are abundant in globular clusters: theory predicts that the number of neutron stars in a dense globular cluster such as M15 is ∼4000 (Hut, Murphy & Verbunt 1991) . The chances therefore that the compact object in AC211 is a neutron star are high. The system has an orbital period of 17.1 hours, indicating that it is unlikely that the companion star is on the main sequence (at that orbital period a main sequence donor star would not fill its Roche lobe). The main sequence turn off point for M15 occurs at ∼0.8 M⊙ (Fahlman et al. 1985) , so we assume that AC211's donor star is an 0.8-M⊙ star which has begun to evolve off the main sequence.
PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS AND MODELS

The Absorption Line Profiles: Structured
Mass Outflow?
The most striking features in the spectra of AC211 are the blue-shifted absorption components seen in the Balmer and He i λ4471 lines. The line centres are blue-shifted with velocities ranging from 150 to 800 km s −1 with respect to the cluster core (Naylor et al. 1988 , Ilovaisky 1989 . Initially these high blue-shifts led Naylor et al. (1988) to propose that AC211 is the product of a 3-body interaction, and that its formation resulted in its ejection from the cluster core.
However, Ilovaisky (1989) showed that the He i λ4471 and Hβ absorption lines were complex in structure, each consisting of a blend of two or three Gaussian absorption components of different strengths and velocities. The least blue-shifted absorption component in the He i λ4471 line, which we assume is formed somewhere on or close to the components of the binary system (possibly on the accretion disc rim), had a velocity close to the cluster velocity, which means that AC211 is not being ejected from the cluster core. The multiple-component nature of AC211's absorption lines indicates that we are seeing some kind of structured outflow from the system.
Outflow from the binary system has been a popular idea ever since Charles, Jones & Naylor (1986) determined a value for the mass transfer rate of ∼ 10 −8 M⊙ y −1 , which is extremely high. A high mass transfer rate for AC211 is also indicated by its large orbital period, which requires an evolved donor star. Evolved stars tend to give higher mass transfer rates: evolutionary calculations for mass transfer from the donor star, derived by Rappaport, Verbunt & Joss (1983) , give mass transfer rates oḟ
An alternate derivation by McDermott & Taam (1989) gives,
These equations giveṀ values for AC211 of ∼ 1.8 × 10 −7 M⊙ y −1 and ∼ 7.3 × 10 −7 M⊙ y −1 respectively, both of which substantially exceed the Eddington-limited value of ∼ 1.6 × 10 −10 M⊙ y −1 for a 1.4M⊙ neutron star (Frank, King & Raine 1992) . This indicates that most of the material flowing from the companion star never accretes onto the compact object, but must somehow escape the binary system; hence the interest in mass-outflow mechanisms in AC211.
Two mass-outflow models have been proposed to attempt to explain the velocities of AC211's absorption lines: an accretion disc wind (Fabian, Guilbert & Callanan 1987) and a common envelope (Bailyn, Garcia & Grindlay 1989) , discussed in detail below.
The Accretion Disc Wind Hypothesis
Based on X-ray observations of AC211, Fabian, Guilbert & Callanan (1987) proposed an ionized accretion disc corona with a Thomson scattering depth τT > 1 extending to R ∼ 10 11 cm from the compact object (the radius of the compact object's Roche-lobe is ∼ 10 11 cm). Beyond ∼ 10 11 cm, they argue, the corona cannot be maintained by X-ray heating, and the coronal gas must be in the form of a cold (T ≤ 10 5 K), supersonic wind with velocities ≥ 300 km s −1 . They calculate the wind mass-loss rate to be in excess of 10 −7 M⊙ y −1 . Naylor et al. (1988) argue that the He i λ4471 and He ii λ4686 line profiles are inconsistent with the Fabian, Guilbert & Callanan model, and that the required massloss rate in the wind of ∼ 10 −7 M⊙ y −1 is implausibly high. However, Naylor et al. base their argument on the assumption that the He i λ4471 absorption and He ii λ4686 emission are formed in the same gas. This is not necessarily true: the He i λ4471 and He ii λ4686 line profiles are extremely complex, and it is possible that some components of the lines may be formed in an ADC wind beyond ∼ 10 11 cm as Fabian, Guilbert & Callanan suggest, while other lineforming regions exist elsewhere in the system, for example the accretion disc. We will return to the disc wind scenario in §4.
The Common-Envelope/L2-Outflow Hypothesis
The explanation that has become the favoured model over the last decade is that of Bailyn, Garcia & Grindlay (1989) (hereafter BGG) who propose a common-envelope scenario in which the blue-shifted lines are formed in material flowing through the second Lagrangian point (L2), located at the back of the companion star (Fig. 1) . On evolutionary grounds, BGG argue that AC211 consists of a 1.4 M⊙ neutron star and an 0.8 M⊙ secondary which has recently left the main sequence (the main sequence turn-off point for M15 is at ∼ 0.8M⊙; Fahlman et al. 1985) . They suggest that tidal capture created a system close enough that mass transfer began very soon after the companion star left the main sequence. BGG argue that at this mass transfer is initially thermally unstable, resulting in the accumulation of material between the companion's Roche lobe and the L2 surface. As soon as sufficient material has transferred from the companion to the primary to move the mass ratio M2/M1 out of the unstable regime, BGG suggest that stable, super-Eddington mass transfer sets in which maintains the common envelope. Fig. 1 is a schematic of the common-envelope/L2-outflow model proposed by BGG and the resulting massoutflow geometry. Material flowing over the L2 saddle-point and escaping the system would spiral steadily outwards (the so-called 'garden-sprinkler' effect). At each phase in the binary orbit an observer would therefore see a blue-shift in absorption lines originating within the outward-spiraling material. BGG model the radial velocity curve produced by absorption lines originating within this outflowing material; we show a schematic diagram of their modelled radial-velocity curve in Fig. 2 . Note that for all phases there is a blue-shift, and that, for an L2-outflow scenario, the maximum blueshift has to occur just before phase 0.0, when the absorption is dominated by material which, in the rotating frame, has already circled the binary once and has a higher velocity than material leaving L2.
In modelling the radial velocity curve represented in Fig. 2 , BGG assume that the material flowing from L2 has a temperature of 10,000 K (close to the recombination temperature of helium). This low temperature is not unreasonable: the material at L2 is shielded from irradiation from the compact object and hot inner disc by the companion star. Furthermore, the outflowing spiral, because it remains in the orbital plane, is shielded by the rim of the accretion disc. BGG find that the spreading of the particles is small enough to preserve the identity of the first few turns of the outward-moving spiral, but find that gas from outside the innermost turn of the spiral contributes only marginally to the integrated He i λ4471 absorption.
BGG derive a plausible estimate for the mass-outflow rateṀ spiral of the spiral which gives a column of neutral He sufficient to produce the observed He i λ4471 absorption. Using an order-of-magnitude Strömgren sphere-like calculation, they derive the following expression for IHe, the number of ionizations of He per second, in the 'wedge' of gas formed by the spiral expanding in the equatorial plane:
where αN 2 is the number of recombinations of He per cm 3 , α is the recombination cross-section for states other than the ground state; α ∼ 2 × 10 −13 for He at 10,000 K (Osterbrock 1974), R0 = RL 2 ∼ 1.45R⊙ ∼ 10 11 cm, Rs is the radius of the Strömgren "wedge" inside of which He will be ionized, and v = 150 km s −1 , the mean observed velocity of the He i λ4471 line. They assume that 1/4π of the observed luminosity passes through the outflow spiral (which is shielded from AC211's intrinsic luminosity by the accretion disc), and that ∼ 1/10 of these photons interact with a helium rather than a hydrogen atom (ionization is assumed to be efficient even though most photons are in the form of X-rays; the excess energy will result in kinetic motion, leading to collisional ionizations). Assuming Rs/R0 = 1.1 (to ensure an insignificant column of ionized material), they find thatṀ spiral ∼ 10 −9 M⊙ y −1 . Although this common envelope scenario has some very appealing features, and has for a long time been a very popular explanation for AC211's peculiar behaviour, it has some potentially serious drawbacks. It is incompatible with the observed extensive corona: it is not clear how cooler, denser common envelope material can lie above a very hot, low-density corona and remain stable, unless most of the common-envelope is somehow confined to the orbital plane.
REANALYSIS OF ARCHIVAL DATA
In all the early work published on AC211 (e.g. Naylor et al. 1988; BGG; Ilovaisky 1989) , the system's orbital period was believed to be ∼ 8.5 hours. Extensive observations by Ilovaisky et al. (1993) , and eclipse analyses of archival X-ray data by Homer & Charles (1998) , have since revealed the true orbital period to be 17.11 hours. Using the most upto-date ephemeris for AC211 (Ioannou et al. 2001 ), we have re-examined the original spectroscopy obtained by PAC and Naylor et al. 1988 ), August 1987 (published in Naylor & Charles 1989 ), and August 1988 . A summary of the observations is given in Table 1 . The data were obtained with the RGO Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph and IPCS (1986 & 1987) or CCD (1988) on the Isaac Newton Telescope at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory on La Palma. Each dataset consists of three or four nights of 600-s exposures. The mean spectrum for each year is plotted in Fig. 3 . A detailed description of how the spectra were extracted from the IPCS data can be found in Naylor et al. (1988) .
The Balmer Lines
AC211, located in the core of M15, is situated in an exceptionally crowded field, which makes observing it a considerable technical challenge, and requires superb seeing. Ground-based spectra of AC211 are heavily contaminated with light from the cluster core. Variations in seeing between and during exposures leads to changes in the relative contribution of the cluster background in AC211's spectra, which makes it impossible to determine AC211's continuum flux and hence obtain reliable equivalent widths for its absorption and emission lines. The cluster contamination is clearly visible in the Balmer lines. In Fig. 4 we have for clarity merged the Hβ, Hγ and Hδ lines, to reduce visual errors in order to highlight orbital-phase-dependent changes in the Balmer line profiles. As noted by Ilovaisky (1989) , the Balmer line profiles are complex in structure. The strongest feature in the line profiles is the relatively narrow (FWHM ∼3Å) absorption component (at v = 0 km s −1 in Fig. 4 ) which corresponds to the cluster background contamination. Other prominent features in the Balmer profiles are the broad blue absorption features and the infilling due to emission in the red wing of the cluster background absorption lines. Ilovaisky (1989) finds strong red-wing emission in the Balmer lines: his data were obtained on the 3.6-m Canada-France-Hawaii telescope in excellent seeing conditions; therefore the cluster background contamination in his spectra is much smaller than in our INT data, where the red-wing emission in the Balmer lines is swamped by the cluster light.
We analysed all the Balmer lines in each spectrum using a multi-Gaussian routine, based on Marquardt's method of minimization, within the molly spectral analysis package of T. R. Marsh. We fitted various combinations of Gaussians to the line profiles to try to model simultaneously the cluster absorption, the red wing emission infilling and the broad blue absorption wing. We found that the models with the best χ 2 consisted of an absorption component at the cluster velocity and two additional blue-shifted absorption components. We find absorption component 2 to have an average blue shift of ∼200 km s −1 , and ∼440 km s −1 for absorption component 3. Our results are similar to those of Ilovaisky, who finds (with data of considerably higher signalto-noise) that the blue wings of the Balmer lines consist of two or more distinct absorption components with velocities ranging from 150 to 800 km s −1 blue-wards of the cluster background absorption component. The radial velocities of the two blue components are plotted in Fig. 5 . What is immediately apparent is that there is no obvious orbital phase dependency.
The signal-to-noise of our data is too poor to allow us to investigate the behaviour of the widths of the blue absorption components: in our multi-Gaussian analysis we fixed the FWHM of the components using mean values from the Ilovaisky data.
The Balmer radial velocities present two challenges: it is difficult to see how the lines can be free of any phase dependence, and it is difficult to imagine what could give rise to the two distinct blue-shifted absorption components (if real). It is possible that the Balmer absorption profiles represent something more complex than our simple multi-Gaussian models allow for. With so many possible free parameters and the low signal-to-noise of our line profiles, degeneracy cannot be excluded and our minimum-χ 2 fits may not represent the intrinsic nature of the line profiles. If our radial velocity results are real, then we are dealing with some kind of highly structured mass outflow: the velocities appear to indicate expanding shells or rings. The physical mechanism that might produce such structures from an X-ray binary is a mystery.
Intriguingly, Torres et al. (2001) have found, in MMT spectra of AC211 obtained in 1996, that the Balmer line velocities do show some evidence of phase dependency in 1996, and that their greatest blue shift is at phase ∼ 0.25. Other studies (van Zyl et al. in preparation) find that the blue-shifted absorption components of the Hα line profiles in HST/STIS observations of AC211 show no orbital variation in velocity at all. It appears that AC211 can exhibit different states, in which the Balmer line profiles sometimes have an orbital-phase dependence and at other times not. P-Cygni-profiled Balmer lines that show no correlation with orbital phase have been observed in other interacting binaries, for example in the cataclysmic variable BZ Cam (Ringwald & Naylor 1988), but the reasons for this behaviour are unknown.
The He i λ4471 Line
The signal-to-noise in the He i λ4471 line is poor, especially in the 1987 and 1988 data with their higher resolution. We have therefore summed the spectra into (roughly) hour-long means. These hour-long mean spectra do not unfortunately have a signal-to-noise high enough to allow multi-Gaussian fitting of the He i λ4471 line; the two discrete absorption components reported by Ilovaisky are not resolved in our data. We have had to determine the radial velocities by fitting only a single Gaussian to the He i λ4471 line. This should nonetheless still give us information about the radial velocity behaviour of the line: Ilovaisky's work shows that one absorption component remains nearly constant. This indicates that our single-Gaussian velocities will give us the shape of the He i λ4471 radial-velocity curve, but that the values we obtain for the mean velocity and semi-amplitude will be too low.
Ilovaisky also reports P Cygni behaviour in the He i λ4471 line. We do not detect any evidence of a red emission component in our data, probably because of our poorer signal-to-noise (in Ilovaisky's data the emission component at its strongest is less than 1/4 the strength of the absorption components). The possible presence of P Cygni features further complicates any radial velocity study of the He i λ4471 line.
In Fig. 6 we plot AC211's He i λ4471 -line radial velocities, folded, for the first time, on the correct (17.1-h) orbital phase. All previous radial velocity studies of AC211 have assumed the incorrect 8.5-h period. We make use of the most recent ephemeris derived for AC211 (Ioannou et al. (2001) , an extension of work by Ilovaisky et al. (1993) and Homer & Charles (1998) . Three orbital cycles of the folded data are plotted for clarity.
Some striking features of the He i λ4471 -line radial velocities are immediately evident. First, the velocities display a strong orbital-phase dependency, completely unlike the Balmer absorption lines. Secondly, it is also apparent that there is a substantial long-term temporal variation in the shape of the radial-velocity curve. The most significant feature however, from a mass-outflow point of view, is that the phase of maximum blue-shift does not occur at phase zero (i.e., when the compact object and disc are behind the companion star), as required by BGG for L2-outflow, but rather near phase 0.25. This presents a serious challenge to the plausibility of the common envelope model. A discussion of the possible sites of He i λ4471 formation is given in §4.
3.3 The He ii λ4686 Line Fig. 7 is a trailed spectrogram of AC211's He ii λ4686 line, taken from two nights in 1986 and three in 1988; the nights on which the signal-to-noise is greatest. The line clearly exhibits complex behaviour.
The 1988 spectrogram appears to show three distinct sinusoidal components, which we have labeled A, B and C in Fig. 7 . Component B has maximum blue and red shifts near phase ∼ 0.75 and ∼ 0.25 respectively, and a semi-amplitude of ∼ 200 km s −1 . The blue part of component B is very weak on night 1, and seems to disappear between phases ∼ 0.45 and ∼ 0.65, but on night 3 it is strong at these phases. AC211 evidently exhibits substantial variations in behaviour from orbit to orbit.
The phasing of component B, which is also clearly present in the 1986 spectrogram, is consistent with the mo- tion of an irradiated companion. Assuming the canonical value of 1.4 M⊙ for the mass of a neutron star primary and 0.8 M⊙ for the mass of the companion (corresponding to the main sequence turn-off point for M15), and assuming an inclination of 90
• for the system, Kepler's laws give a velocity for the companion of 198 km s −1 , which coincides very closely with the amplitude of component B. If we are indeed seeing recombination He ii λ4686 from the X-ray-irradiated face of the companion star, it would be the first time that the companion of AC211 has been detected.
Component A is substantially broader and stronger than B, and its phasing and velocity correspond to the motion of the compact object. This component could come from the hot inner regions of the accretion disc, from a disc wind, or from the accretion disc corona, which will all have the same phase-dependence as the compact object. This com-ponent may be formed predominantly in AC211's large accretion disc corona or disc wind, because the He ii λ4686 emission is never eclipsed, indicating that the He ii λ4686 -emitting region is substantially larger than the companion star. Indeed, work by Ioannou et al. (2001) on HST UV spectra, and Torres et al. (2001) on optical spectra, shows that the equivalent width of the He ii λ4686 lines increases sharply during eclipse as the continuum flux drops, supporting the idea that the He ii λ4686 emission is formed in a large corona. We expect the accretion disc corona of AC211 to be particularly large because of M15's (and therefore AC211's) very low metallicity (Fabian, Guilbert & Callanan 1987) .
Component C, a third, weaker component in the 1988 spectrogram, appears most strongly between phases 0.1 and 0.3. Its phasing suggests that it may come from an accretion stream overflowing the disc. A similar He ii λ4686 emission component, attributed to an overflowing stream, has been observed in the SW Sex star V1315 Aql (Hellier 1996) . The velocity amplitude of component C is much lower than what one would expect from a ballistic stream; however at the phases at which it is most clearly observed, an overflowing stream would be viewed almost perpendicularly, and therefore its line-of-sight velocity would be low. In addition, Armitage and Livio (1998) show that an overflowing stream would have a velocity well below free-fall. Fig. 8 shows the trailed spectra and Doppler tomograms of the He ii λ4686 line. The signal-to-noise in the lines is poor, but the multiple-component structure of the line profiles is evident in the 1986 and 1988 data (the 1987 dataset is the victim of poor weather; we have not included it in Fig. 8 ). Unlike in Fig. 7 , the spectra have been phasebinned. The Roche lobe of the companion and the centres of mass of the companion, neutron star and binary system are indicated; we have assumed a mass ratio of M2/M1 = 0.8 M⊙ / 1.4 M⊙ ∼ 0.57. We have plotted a full orbit of the accretion stream, and the ring indicates the position in velocity space of the outer accretion disc, assumed to be ∼ 0.85RL.
Doppler Tomograms
In these He ii λ4686 tomograms there is no evidence of emission from the accretion disc or bright spot: the characteristic ring and the bright-spot signature in the upper-left quadrant typically seen in tomograms of interacting binaries is entirely absent here. In this respect these tomograms resemble those of the SW Sex class of CVs. SW Sex tomograms, however, tend to be bright in the lower-left quadrant (believed to be the signature of an overflowing accretion stream re-impacting the disc), while these data are bright in the lower-right quadrant, a position in velocity-space which does not coincide with any obvious sites of excess emission within the binary's geometry. The very low velocity of this emission indicates that it may be formed in a bipolar disc wind viewed almost edge-on, or in the ADC, although the off-set to the right (if real) is puzzling.
Our tomograms also show emission in regions associated with the mass donor, which is consistent with the suggestion in the previous subsection that we may have detected the irradiated companion. Component C in Fig. 7 , possibly a signature of disc overflow, appears as a faint feature to the left of the compact object in the 1988 tomogram, in a region associated with disc overflow in SW Sex stars. Intriguingly, there also appears to be a brightening in this area in the 1986 tomogram.
DISCUSSION
BGG's common envelope model implies that outflow from L2 would result in the HeI lines having a maximum blue shift at phase 0.0. A maximum blue-shift at phase ∼ 0.25, which our reanalysis of the original radial velocity study has revealed, would appear to be incompatible with this model. However, BGG's modelling involves many simplifications and approximations, and a more extensive development of this option may yield somewhat different results.
If our new results do rule out an L2-outflow scenario, an alternative explanation for the blue-shifted absorption lines will have to be found. We consider four possible alternative scenarios:
• Material flowing through the L3 point (located on the opposite side of the binary system to L2) would have travelled through the compact object's Roche lobe on a ballistic trajectory, and therefore would show a maximum blue-shift near phase ∼ 0.25. Intense irradiation of an overflowing accretion stream by the compact object and inner disc may give stream material enough energy to escape the system through the L3 saddle-point.
• An L3-outflow may be the result of a magnetic propeller, whereby overflowing stream material is accelerated out of the system by the magnetic field of a rapidly-spinning compact object (e.g. Wynn, King & Horne 1997) , or by the magnetic field of the inner accretion disc (Horne 1999) . Hynes et al. (2001) claim to have observed such a magnetic propeller in action in the LMXB XTE J2123-058.
• Groot et al. (2001) show that the lines formed at the stream-disc impact site have maximum blue-shifts at phases 0.25 -0.4, consistent with our He i λ4471 results. A sufficiently energetic stream-disc impact site (expected for AC211's inferred high mass transfer rate) could produce the temperatures and material necessary for He i λ4471 absorption. However, for the line to be visible in eclipse, the impact region would require a vertical extent comparable to that of the companion star. Intriguingly, the 1986 (and perhaps also the 1988) He i λ4471 velocities in Fig. 6 show a sharp discontinuity at phase 0.1, which is when the impact region re-emerges.
• Material flowing out from an accretion disc wind would be expected to have a maximum blue-shift which coincided with the compact object's approach velocity, i.e. at phase ∼ 0.25. HST/STIS UV observations of C iv λ1550 (Ioannou et al. 2001) show that AC211 does have an accretion disc wind. However, the wind velocity (∼1500 km s −1 ) shows no detectable variation with orbital phase.
Apart from the final item, the above scenarios (along with BGG's L2-outflow scenario) still require extensive and rigorous modelling before they will have sufficient predictive power to be of use. Accretion disc winds, however, have been modelled extensively for over two decades (e.g. Drew 1987; Begelman, McKee & Shields 1983) . Nevertheless, it is difficult to understand AC211's He i λ4471 absorption in terms of an accretion disc wind, mainly because X-rays should over-ionize the wind (Drew 2002, private communication) .
CONCLUSIONS
The evolutionary state of X2127+119/AC211 is of great interest because of theoretical predictions that globular cluster LMXBs evolve much faster than their galactic cousins (Hut, Murphy & Verbunt 1991) . That AC211 appeared to be embedded in a common envelope seemed to imply that at least one globular cluster LMXB did have an unusual evolutionary history. Our results, however, show that AC211 is unlikely to be a common envelope system because the He i λ4471 radial velocities appear to be inconsistent with an L2 outflow. We may also have detected the irradiated face of the elusive companion star in the He ii λ4686 line profiles.
The Balmer and He i λ4471 lines indicate the presence of outflows from the system, but without better data it is difficult to determine their exact nature. There are several possible scenarios which may explain the nature of these outflows, but each requires rigorous modelling before it can be considered seriously as a mechanism for producing our observed He i λ4471 line profiles.
